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ABSTRACT 

A two-layer model of circulation is developed in an open-ocean basin where a vertically 
homogeneous layer overlays a thermoclinic region. In the latter, the temperature changes in 
an exponential manner to a constant abyssal value. The motions are driven by an Ekman 
suction and cooling (or heating) of the ocean surface. The ocean-surface temperature is not 
specified but is a dependent variable of the problem. When the cooling of a subtropical basin 
follows strong heating, north of a fixed latitude, a deep pool of homogeneous water is formed 
in the northwestern portion of the basin, similar to what is found in the northwestern 
Atlantic and Pacific oceans. 

1. Introduction. The models of the steady midoceanic circulation fall 
broadly into two classes. In the case of multilayered models (for a review, see 
Jacobs 1968, Welander 1968), it is assumed that the wind is the vorticity 
source for the oceanic gyre, via the shallow Ekman layers. In the continuously 
stratified models (see Veronis 1969), the vorticity structure of the basin is a 
reflection of both the wind-produced Ekman divergence as well as a latitudinal 
variation in the surface temperature. Estimates show that both effects are of a 
comparable order of magnitude (Robinson 1965). This paper combines the 
two classes of circulation models into a two-layer circulation pattern in a deep 
ocean, where the heat flux on the surface is specified along with the Ekman 
divergence produced by the wind stress. 

Our model consists of a layer of vertically isothermal water of variable thick-
ness above a thermoclinic region. In the thermoclinic region, the temperature 
changes in an exponential manner to a constant abyssal value. The vertically 
isothermal layer provides a neutrally stable layer for the exchange of heat with 
the atmosphere, and the turbulent vertical transfer of heat in the isothermal 
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layer is a linear functi on of depth. As in previ ous models of fl ow over a broad 
deep basin, a net downward heat flu x is required to maintain the thermocline 
at all latitudes. O ur model differs fundamentally from its predecessors in that 
a transfer of heat to the atmosphere is possible via the neutrally stable layer 
rather than via a negative temperature gradient- a dynamically unstable con-
fi guration. When heat is transferred to the atmosphere, a lateral advection of 
warm water in this layer supplies the heat for both the thermocline and the 
atmosphere. In the thermoclini c region, heat is advected in all three directions 
and is diffused vertically, but the motion still conserves potential vorticity . In 
the vertically isothermal layer, heat is advected horizontally; this advection is 
balanced by a turbulent transfer of heat in the vertical direction. Throughout 
the entire water column, the velocity fi eld, the density fi eld, and the pressure 
field are continuous. 

In § 2 the theory is presented, and in § 3, soluti ons are found for conditions 
when both the Ekman divergence and the heat input are functions of latitude 
only. As in all previous work, this midoceanic circulation is not unique and 
must, in the fin al analysis, be coupled to the regions of the boundary currents 
and the global circulation pattern. 

2 . The M odel. W e divide the vertical thermal structure of the ocean into 
three regimes. The layer nearest to the surface-the Ekman layer- is the 
region where momentum is exchanged with the atmosphere; we refer to this 

-+ 
layer as the ocean surface, with z = o. Let x denote the horizontal coordinate 

-+ 
vector, with y north, x east. A second layer, of depth D 1 (x), is characterized 

-+ 
by the temperature distribution T, (x) and by the homogeneous density in the 
verti cal directi on. Below the second layer is the thermocline, with a temper-

-+ 
ature distribution T(x,z); within the thermocline the temperature decreases 

-->-
continuously from T , (x) to T o, the temperature at the level of no hori-
zontal moti on in the abyss-z - ro (Fig. 1 ) . The density distribution 1s 
e = eo[I - a (T - T o)], with a as the coeffi cient of thermal expansion. 

T he field equations for the thermoclinic layer are: 

eof v = Px, 

- eofu = p y, 

ge =- Pz, 

Ux +Vy+ Wz = O , 

uTx + v T y + WT z = kTzz. 

(1) 
(2) 

(3) 
(4) 
(5) 

In (1)-:{ 5) and ~en_ceforth, u,v,w_ are the x,y,z components of velocity ; J = 
f o+ fl y 1s the Con ohs parameter, k 1s the constant vertical Austausch coeffici ent 
fo r heat transfer, and g is the gravitati onal acceleration. 
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Figure I. Schematic presentat ion of the vertical temperature structure in the model. 

In this discussion we adopt N eedlers (1967) solution of (1)-(5); 

[ 
(z + D1)] p = - g eoz - C t:..(x) exp C ; 

-+ -+ -+ 
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(6) 

here C=Co(f// 0 ) and t:..(x) = - e,(x)+e0 =e0 rx(T,(x) - To); (eo- t:..) is the 
density at z = -D,_ The motion implied by (6) via (1), (2) has a potential 
vorticity distribution, fez, that is a function of e only; C is the characteristic 
depth of the thermocline, and Co is the characteristic depth at the latitude 
where f = / 0 • Furthermore, a vertical flux of cold water is required to maintain 
this thermal field, w(x,z - (k/C). 

We now couple the thermoclinic solution with that of the homogeneous 
layer to obtain expressions for t:.. and D,. The vertical-boundry conditions on 

-+ 
( 6) require that the mass flux normal to z = - D, ( x) as well as the pressure 
and heat flux be continuous; the solution is already written in a form 
that allows a continuity in density. In the subsequent analysis we see that 
the wind stress on the ocean surface and the heat flu x into the vertically 
homogeneous layer determine these quantities to within an arbitrary function 
of y. 
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The momentum equations for the vertically homogeneous layer are 

eofvr = Pr x, 

eofu, = - p,y, 

erg = -P,z• 

By integrating (9) from the sea surface, we obtain 
---+ ---+ 

P, = Po(x) - e,(x)gz. 

[28,2 

(7) 
(8) 

(9) 

(IO) 
---+ 

Pressure is to be continuous at the interface of the thermocline, z = - D, (x), 
whence, from (6), p0 is determined; it then follows that 

p, = - e0 gz+gL.z+ gL.(C+D,). (11) 

From (7) and (8) it follows that v,, Ur can be separated into barotropic com-
ponents vp, up, and baroclinic components vc, uc, by equating like powers in 
z on either side of the following expression : 

eofv, = eof( VP + zvc) = gz b.x + g [ L. ( C + D)] x' 

eofu, = eof(up + zuc) = -gzb.y-g[L.(C + D)Jv· 
---+ ---+ 

The continuity equation, V ·v, = o, for this layer is now integrated from 
z = - Dr to z = O: 

0 

f {u,x + Vry}dz = - we(o)+w,(-D,). (14) 
-D, 

H ere we(o), the flux of water into the Ekman layer, is related to the surface 
---+ ---+ 

wind stress by We = z. {V x( --clf)} (see Robinson 196 5 a). Evaluating the left-
hand side of (14), we obtain 

(upDr)x + (vpDr)y - 1/2(ucD:)x- 1/2(vcD:)y = } 
(15) 

= -we(o) +w, ( - Dr) + ur(-Dr)Dr x + v,(- D ,) Dr y-

The portion on the ri ght-hand side of (15) with the subscript r is merely the 
---+ 

flux of water normal to the surface, z = - Dr (x), and this flu x must be equated 
to the flux from the thermoclinic region; i. e., 

w,(- Dr) +u,(- Dr)Dr x +vr( - D,)Dr y = w(- Dr) + } 
+ u( -Dr )Dr x + v( - D,) D,y. 

To complete the system, we form the heat-balance equati on for the D , 
• ---+ 

layer. We write Qo (x) for the rate of heat flow into the basin at z = o. Because 
details of the process by which momentum is mixed into the Ekman layer are 
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not specifi ed, we do not specify the detail s of the process by which heat is 
mixed through the verti cally homogeneous layer. However, heat can be trans-
ferred in this model by both verti cal turbulent processes as well as lateral advec-
ti on. Since (! rz = o, the heat balance equation is: 

0 • -+ • 
f (u,Trx+vrTry)dz = +Q0 (x) - Q(x, - Dr) . (17) 

- D, 

. -+ 
The left-hand side accounts for the total advective process, whence Q(x, - Dr) 

-+ 
= ( - k/rx.) ez (x, -Dr) = k (L /rx.C)- the heat transferred by irreversible processes 

. -+ 
to the thermoclinic region. In this model, Li s always positiv e; thus Q(x , - D r) 

. -+ 
is an influx of heat into the thermoclinic region; Q(x), however, can be of 

. -+ 
either sign, and where there is an efflu x of heat from the ocean, (Q (x) < o), 
as is the case above 30° latitude (Malkus 1962), there must be a lateral influx 
of warm water to this region. In the latter case, the homogeneous layer must 
supply heat for both the thermocline and the atmosphere. Equations (12)-
( 14) and ( 1 7) now form coupled nonlinear first-order partial differential equa-
ti ons for L and Dr. 

3. The Solutions. By substituting from (12) and (13) into (17) and recalling 
that C = C(y), we obtain equations for L,Dr: 

(18) 

Equati on (20), the Sverdrup transport equation for the total transport below 
the Ekman layer, could have been obtained from the sum of the vertical 
intergrals of (1)-(4), (6) and (7), (9), and (14). In the above derivati on we 
have demonstrated the separation of the velocity structure in this two-layer 
model of the density distribution in the basin. N ote that all three components 
of velocity in the entire water column, z [ o , - oo J, are continuous. 

AN OCEAN OF CONSTANT SURFACE TEMPERATURE IN THE TRADE-WIND 
ZONE. The summertime equatori al oceans are characterized by a wide latitu-
dinal belt of homogeneous surface water, L = L o-a constant. At the same time, 

-+ 
the trade winds are well developed, T = [ - -ro(y),o] (Malkus 1962). Equation 
(18) can be integrated directly from some longitude, x = L, to yield 

1 (D')z (Dr) ( x) 2 C + C +1- 1- L F(y)-G(y)=o, (20) 
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Figure 2. V ert ical temperature structure at St. 5440 (50° 3o'W, 36° 35'N) in the North At lantic. 
From Fuglister 1960. 

where 

F(y) = d~o {~ + (/ )Y} 

and G(y) is the value of f (D1/C)2 + (D, /C) + 1] evaluated at the longi-
tude x = L. l 

The solution to (19) is merely 

· k t,,o 
Qo(Y) = o:C(y)' (22) 

and the heat input varies inversely with latitude. In this solution the heat 
Rowing into the surface goes directly through the homogeneous layer to supply 
the heat Row required to maintain the thermocline at each latitude. Conversely, 
the above soluti on could have been obtained from (18) and (19) for the special 
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Figure 3. V erti cal density structure and salinit y structure of M arsden Square 114-r . 

case in which (i) the heat input varies inversely with latitude, (ii) the wind-
stress curl is a function of latitude only, and (iii) the boundary conditions on I::,, 
are given on the curve y = y 0-a constant. In general, I::,, must be specified on 
some curve, I'(x,y) = o, and a free function of y, G(y), has to be specified as 
the limit of integration of ( 1 8). Both conditions are directly related to (i) the 
boundary conditions along the longitudinal boundaries of the basins and (ii) the 
nature and extent of the coupling of this oceanic region across the equator to 
adjacent oceanic basins, the dynamics of which have not been considered here. 
The functions G, I::,, (I') are determined from the global circulation pattern. 

Note in (21) that Fis a dimensionless variable and that F, through its de-
pendence on x, reflects the longitudinal variation in the open-ocean circulation. 
In the North Atlantic, [-r ~xl/e0]~1/ 15 x 10-7 cm sec-2,/0 ~1 x 10-4 sec-•, 
L~4.5 x 108cm, !::,,g/e0 ~2cmsec-•, Co~1 x 105cm, /30 ~1.5x 10-1 3 sec- 1

, 

whence F ~ 10-1-a quantity that is much less than unity. The change in the 
depth of the homogeneous layer along the latitudinal belt in this model is 
much less than the change in the thermocline depth, C, in the latitudinal direc-
tion. This implies that the pressure gradients maintained by oceanic continen-
tal boundaries, or variations in G, I::,, (I'), may drive a midoceanic circulation of 
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Depth of homogeneous layer at eastern and western coasts of the basin. Solid lines represent 
a Sverdrup basin; dashed lin es represent a model in which D,0 is a linear increasing function 
of latitude at 50°W; the dotted lin e represents a model in which Dro is a constant (i:o* = 2, 

Y = '/,o), 

mass, momentum, and vort1c1ty in individual layers that is larger than the 
north-south Sverdrup transport. [See Stommel and Robinson ( 1959) for a sim-
ilar computation of the scale of F.] 

To formalize the above notions, we present a nondimensional analysis of 

(18) and (19) and solve the system for a more general Q(y). 

THE OCEAN OF VARIABLE SURFACE TEMPERATURE. Now we introduce 
the following scales into (18) and (19): (i) 6 0 , the vertical density difference 
through the thermocline the scale of 6; (ii) Co, the scale of C and Dr and a 
measure of the depth of the thermocline at a latitude/= /

0
; (iii) L, the scale 

of x and the longitudinal extent of the basin; and (iv) I, the scale of y, defined 
as I= fo/f3o• 
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J A A Z U W 
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F igure 5. T emperature of homogeneous layer. See Fig. 4 for definition of lines. 

Three functions appear in the equations: (i) y = (e 0f ~ Lk/g 6 0 C~{J 0 ), a small 
number; this is the ratio of the latitudinal and longitudinal variati ons in the 

--+ --+ 
homogeneous layer depth; (ii), *= (Co/k) i . V x(,/J), an order-one function; 
its maximum amplitude is the rati o of the Ekman sucti on to the vertical flux 

of cold water from the abyss; (iii) Q* = (Qorx.Co/6 ok), an order-one function; 
this is the ratio of the surface heating and the heat required to maintain the 
thermocline. 

The dimensionless equati ons are : 

(23) 

W e are interested in the solution of (23) and (24) with small y, with the 
assumptions that Q*, ,, are functions of y only. 

W e integrate (23) to obtain [see (20)] 
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Figure 6. Effect of in iti al stratifi cation, DJO (o), on the depth of a homogeneous layer in the Sverdrup 
basin. 

The function (GC'')y is the latitudinal transport in the entire water column 
(excluding the Ekman transport) at x = 1; this, together with the curve I', 
along which Li s specifi ed, serves to determine the solution for the temperature 
and depth in the homogeneous layer. H ere we make a number of assumptions 
about these functi ons in solving (24) and (25) for small y. 

By substituting from (23) into (24) we eliminate the derivatives in D,, 

\n~; c}(rG"(, - •'J": + [- "cc,+ r(• :J ( G" (; - , . ) ): ) (26) 

+ (GC )+~x} = y [L - CQ ]. 

Consider the case in which Lis specifi ed as a constant along a latitudinal circle ; 
th us the asymptotic expansion of ( 2 5) and ( 26) is 
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Figure 7. Effect of ini ti al st ratific ation, D10 (o), on the homogeneous-layer temperature in the 
Sverdrup basin. 

and 

t:,,. = l:,,.o(y) +y2l:,,.1 ( x,y; f) + . . , 

Dr = Dro(y) + yDu (x ,y) + . . . , 

1/2t:,,.o[(D10+ C)2 + C2J = GC2, 

t:,,.0 [Dro+ C]Du = C2 (1 -x)(f- r*), 
D10C

2 (f -r*) _ * 
D C t:,,.oy - t:,,.o - - CQ . 

ro + 

l 

Equation (28) is now integrated numeri call y for three cases: (i) the Sverdrup 
basin, where the easterly mass flu x in the entire column vanishes at x = I 5°W; 
(ii) a basin where D ro is a linear increasing functi on of y at x = 50°W ; and a 
basin where D ro is a constant at x = I 5°W . W e identify the vertically homo-
geneous layer with the depth of the 15° isotherm in the Sargasso Sea (Figs. 2, 3), 
which deepens at 50°W up to the cold wall of the Gulf Stream; at 15°W the 
homogeneous layer can no longer be readily identifi ed [Fugli ster 1960 J. For 
the second and third set of soluti ons, G (y) C2 is determined a posteri ori ; for the 
fir st set of saluti ons, G (y) C2 = Go ( a constant) is chosen to satisfy the boundary 
condition of vanishing total transport normal to the eastern boundary. Recall 
that if the mass flux in the entire water column is forced to vanish in a 
baroclinic system, then the velocity is finit e in all but one depth. D ifferent 
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Figure 8. Effect of wind stress on the temperature and depth of the homogeneous layer in a Sverdrup 
basin [Drn (o) = 2]. 

choices of G(y) are associated with different forms of non-Sverdrup flow in the 
interior of the basin. 

Here we consider examples of basins that span the 10°-40° latitudinal belt, 
with the f3 plane centered at 25° latitude. The Coriolis parameter changes by 
a factor of 3 across this belt, and, in nondimensional units, f = 1 / 2 ( 1 + y) = C; 
here y = o represents the 10° latitude and y = 2 the 40° latitude. The wind-
stress distribution is a zonal wind, 

[ cos (i y) l 
.;* = ?:o* 1/2 (1 + y) y' 

and heating is specified as Q* = Q* cos (n/3y). Heat is extracted from the 
basin above 32° latitude. The parameters of the numerical problem are 
.:o* = (Co.:o/kfL) and Dro(o)-the depth of the homogeneous layer at 
y = o. With 5 < k < 20, these parameters vary for the oceanic values be-

tween 1/4 and 2. Here we set Q* = (QoCoa/Lok) = 1, and we scale G and 
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6 0 with respect to Q*. N ear y = o, 
these solutions approximate the case 
of the basin, derived earlier, where 
the homogeneous layer temperature is 
independent of latitude. 

In Figs. 4, 5 we have plotted the 
homogeneous layer depth and tempera-
ture at the eastern ( 15°W) and western 
(70°W) coasts of the basin (y = 1/20), 
for the three choices of G (y). As in 
other two-layer models of circulation, 
the depth of the homogeneous layer can 
vanish at a northern latitude for speci fie 
combinations of parameters. At that 
poi nt the assumptions of the model no 
longer apply, because the latitudinal 
velocities become very large. The value 
of To* = 2, considered above, is for a 
windy ocean having a small amount of 
heat diffusion, such that the Ekman suc-
ti on is much larger than the abyssal ver-
tical flux of cold water that balances the 
heat diffused down through the thermo-
cline. The effect on the thermal struc-
ture of the Sverdrup basin of varying 
Drn(o) and To* is shown in Figs. 6-8. 
A small value of Drn(o) corresponds to 
a weakly stratified basin in that C is 
large. The less windy and strongly dif-
fusive basin corresponds to To* = 1/4. 
The two-dimensional plot of the trans-
port in the Sverdrup basin is plotted in 
Fig. 9A, 9B for To*= 2 and To*= 1/4. 
Recall that the total transport in this 
model of the Sverdrup basin is inde-
pendent of both heating and D10 ( o) [ eg. 
(25)] for all values of y. In Fig. 9C 
we have plotted the transport distribu-
tion for the ocean D10 = 1 / 4; the ho-
mogeneous layer is of constant depth at 
the eastern portion of the basin. 

In a number of solutions [soluti ons 
with small To* and large Drn ( o ), or large 
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Figure 9. (A) Sverdrup transport in a windy 
basin (ro• = 2, Dro (o) = 1/4] . (B) 
Svedrup transport in a strongly dif-
fu sive basin (To*= 1/4, Dro (o) = z]. 
(C) Horizontal transport in a basin 
wit h D10 (y) = 1/4 at the eastern 
boundary. 
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i-o * and small D, 0 ], the homogeneous layer deepens north before it shallows 
at a yet more northerly latitude. Furthermore, the layer is deeper in the western 
portion of the basin than in the eastern portion. 

The homogeneous layer deepens with latitude because the rate of heating in 
the layer is much faster than the rate of obsorption in the thermocline at that 
latitude. The Sverdrup transport, in advecting cold water to the south, balances 
the heat budget. The maximum depth of the layer occurs at that latitude where 
no heat flows into the ocean; north of this the homogeneous layer shallows 
rapidly in the region where heat is extracted from the basin. This pool of 
homogeneous water in the northwestern portion of the basin is much like the 
water formations that are found in the North Atlantic and North Pacific oceans 
(Worthington 1959). T ogether with the rapid shallowing of the layer at a 
northern latitude there is a flow of warmer water to the southwest, which is 
suggestive of the warm countercurrent often found to the south and east of the 
Gulf stream in the northwestern North Atlantic (Stommel 1965). We have 
also obtained a spectrum of solutions in which no heat flow was allowed from 
the ocean. In these, no pool of homogeneous water was found, and the tem-
perature of the homogeneous layer decreased uniformly with latitude. 

From (28) it follows that the Sverdrup transport in the basin is o(y) and is 
independent of the rate of surface heating. However, in a baroclinic system 
(as in this model) the transport in the individual layers can be of much larger 
magnitude; in such a case the Sverdrup transport is the small difference between 
the two larger numbers. In particular, when the Sverdrup condition of vanish-
ing total transport on the eastern boundary is not satisfied, the transport is a 
function of both heating and wind stress. In a baroclinic system, the proper 
eastern boundary condition requires that the easterly velocity vanish at every 
level, z, not that the total transport vanish. This condition cannot be satisfied 
with the solution presented here. In a limit ed manner we have investigated dif-
ferent assumptions about the boundary condition on the easterly transport, and 
we have found generally that the cooling of the ocean results in the formation 
of a deep homogeneous pool of water in the northwestern porti on of the 
oceanic basin. 
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